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NEW QUESTION: 1

The Accounting department at Example Corp. has made a decision
to hire a third-party firm, AnyCompany, to monitor Example
Corp.'s AWS account to help optimize costs.
The Security Engineer for Example Corp. has been tasked with
providing AnyCompany with access to the required Example Corp.
AWS resources. The Engineer has created an IAM role and granted
permission to AnyCompany's AWS account to assume this role.
When customers contact AnyCompany, they provide their role ARN
for validation. The Engineer is concerned that one of
AnyCompany's other customers might deduce Example Corp.'s role
ARN and potentially compromise the company's account.
What steps should the Engineer perform to prevent this outcome?
A. Require two-factor authentication by adding a condition to
the role's trust policy with aws:MultiFactorAuthPresent.
B. Request an external ID from AnyCompany and add a condition
with sts:Externald to the role's trust policy.
C. Create an IAM user and generate a set of long-term
credentials. Provide the credentials to AnyCompany.
Monitor access in IAM access advisor and plan to rotate
credentials on a recurring basis.
D. Request an IP range from AnyCompany and add a condition with
aws:SourceIp to the role's trust policy.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. ã‚¢ãƒ•ã‚£ãƒ‹ãƒ†ã‚£ï¼šcli
B. å••è¦ªå’Œæ€§ï¼šãƒ—ãƒªã‚ºãƒ
C. ã‚¢ãƒ•ã‚£ãƒ‹ãƒ†ã‚£ï¼šãƒ—ãƒªã‚ºãƒ
D. é•žè¦ªå’Œæ€§ï¼šcli
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Open the windows by clicking on the minimized at the bottom of
the viewing area. Windows can be minimized by clicking on the
[X], repositioned by dragging the title bar, and resized by
using the handle at the lower right corner to customize the
viewing area.
If you are required to access the devices to complete this
scenario, the mouse cursor will use a hand symbol when moved
over device icons. Clicking the icon will open a device
terminal so you can interact with the hardware.
Open the Questions window and begin by clicking a question
number. When you have completed answering all questions, click
Done to continue.
Scenario.
Use your UCS knowledge on Adapter errors

.............................................configurations.
Current adapter status is?
A. Down
B. Unknown
C. Operable
D. Inoperable
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing an HTML5 web application and are styling
text.
You need to use the text-transform CSS property.
Which value is valid for the text-transform property?
A. 20px
B. Blink
C. Lowercase
D. Line-through
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
CSS Syntax
text-transform:
none|capitalize|uppercase|lowercase|initial|inherit;
Reference: CSS text-transform Property
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